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Talal Abu Ghazaleh-Confucius Institute:
The Institute was established in September 2008
to introduce the Chinese language and culture, as
well as achieving a greater mutual understanding
between the Arab and Chinese cultures. This unique
initiative is based on the cooperation agreement
between Talal Abu-Ghazakeh Organization and
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and philosopher, Confucius, whose ideas had
influenced China and other regions around the
world for over 2,000 years.
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TAG-Confucius Institute is the first institute accredited by the Chinese Government to teach Chinese
language in Jordan.
TAG-Confucius Institute is holding a new course to teach the basics of the Chinese language
for beginners:
A. Threshold Level for Adults: starting 14/07/2019
Schedule: Sunday and Tuesday from 6:00 – 8:00 pm
B. Threshold Level for Kids: starting 13/07/2019
Schedule of the course: Saturday from 3:00- 4:30 pm
And Tuesday from 3:00-4:30 pm
*

All Chinese language teachers are from China specialized in teaching Chinese language for
foreigners and accredited by the Confucius Institute in China.

Chinese Ambassador and Abu-Ghazaleh witness agreement on Artificial Intelligence between
Chinese Robotics firm and TAG.GLOBAL
AMMAN - Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Artificial
Intelligence (TAGAI) signed a strategic agreement
with leading Chinese robotics firm UBTECH in
order to bring their Artificial Intelligence and
robotic technology and education to the region.
The signing ceremony was attended by HE Dr.
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh and the Chinese Ambassador
to Jordan H.E. Mr. Pan Weifang.
UBTECH was represented at the event by their
Director of Middle East and North Africa Region
Mr. Terry Yongzhou who expressed confidence
in the ability of TAGAI to leverage TAG Global’s outreach to deliver UBTECH’s cutting edge
robotics courses in order to build capacity in this important technology discipline.
The Chinese Ambassador to Jordan expressed his support of the agreement and applauded Dr.
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh’s ongoing commitment to building Jordan-Chinese relations.
This agreement serves as a continuation of Dr. Talal’s commitment to bring the best in technology
education to the public and builds on the establishment of Talal Abu Ghazaleh University College
for Innovation; a unique educational institution teaching the latest technology subjects including
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Robotics; as well as the establishment of Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Artificial
Intelligence (TAGAI Consult) Consult; a provider of AI consultancy and development services.
Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh pledged his full support and commitment to the partnership and praised
China as a leading force within the global technological revolution and voiced his support to foster
greater cooperation between China and the Arab world, and highly commended his friendship
and ties with the Chinese government and its people.
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It is noteworthy to mention that TAG Global’s relationship with China expands well over a decade
with the establishment of multiple TAG Global offices in China, the establishment TAG-Chinese
Visa Centre and the TAG-Confucius Centre in Jordan
and the most recent TAG Global initiative under TAGITOP which brings the latest in Chinese
laptop technology to the market.
China awarded Abu-Ghazaleh for promoting China-Arab relations.
Abu-Ghazaleh Key Speaker from the Arab Region at St. Petersburg International Economic Forum

SAINT PETERSBURG- HE Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh, stressed that Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Global
(TAG.Global) is ready to form a strong partnership with Russia in all fields of expertise.
Speaking at the 23rd St. Petersburg International Economic Forum held under the Patronage of the
Russian President HE Mr. Vladimir Putin and in the presence of the Chinese President HE Mr. Xi
Jinping with the participation of more than 17000 officials and business leaders, Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh
the only Arab speaker in this major Forum stated «Our office in Moscow, one of the 110+ offices
around the world is ready to partner with Russia›s leading entities in all fields of expertise.»
«The office in Moscow focused at the beginning on Intellectual Property services. Subsequently,
we have decided to provide our various key services to the Russian business community with
confidence and we were absolutely correct. The Doing Business Guide in Russia which we produced
was completed as part of our keenness to offer our services to Russia for promoting Russian Arab
relations and also focuses on building partnerships in the fields of education, culture, technology
with Russian institutions,» he said.
Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh who received in 2016 HE Mr. Xi Jinping, President of the People›s Republic of
China Award for his contribution in enhancing the Sino-Arab relations in culture, education and
economy said:» We have discovered that there is a lack of knowledge about China and Chinese
culture in our region and that is why we formed a strong partnership with Confucius Institute in
China and established Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Visa Services-Chinese Visa Section (TAG-Visa) and
we are working on an agreement with «Chinese» Shenyang University -specialized in teaching
languages- to establish «Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Center for Teaching Arabic Language in China.»
«And I am keen to reach similar levels with Russia,» he added.
Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh praised Russia›s work in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) saying «Russia
is a developer of cutting edge AI Technologies with whom we would love to partner with,» giving
an example on the cooperation in Intellectual Property field between Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual
Property (AGIP), and the Republican Scientific Research Institute of Intellectual Property (RSRIIP)
of Russia.
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«As a business leader with a lifelong commitment to the United Nations, I take pride in having led
the first United Nations multi-stakeholder Task Force, The UN ICT Taskforce in 2001. This highlevel Task Force contributed significantly to bringing the IT and the development communities
together and succeeded in putting technology in the service of the UN Development Goals. I was
then asked to chair the UN Global Alliance on ICT for Development (UNGAID) and a dozen
other UN bodies,» he said.
The Forum and for the first time, an AI Startup Contest in which 12 projects were given the
opportunity to make a short pitch to representatives of leading investment funds, technology
companies and business incubators in China and other Asian countries.
He also highlighted the excellent relations between Russia and Jordan covering education, tourism,
culture and business and that there is always a space to do more giving an example that this year
around 1322 Jordanian students are currently studying in 94 Russian universities out of which
386 students are scholarship- based.
Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh›s participation was based on an official invitation by the organizers in which he
also took part in the Mega Science Infrastructure to Create the Industry of the Future plenary session.
Over 17000 people came to the 23rd Saint Petersburg International Economic Forum including
UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres, President of Bulgaria, Rumen Radev, Slovakian PM,
Peter Pellegrini, PM of Armenia, Nikol Pashanyan in addition to others with a special focus on
energy, globalization and sustainable development.
TAG-Confucius Institute Celebrates International Children’s Day
On June 1, International Children’s Day was
celebrated at TAG-Confucius Institute (TAG-CI).
The children, their parents and the teachers of
TAG-CI participated in the celebration together.
The teachers of TAG-CI decorated the venue
beforehand. Colorful balloons, various
decorations, “Peppa Pig” movie, children’s
music, festival board, etc. made TAG-CI full of
festival atmosphere.
Dr. Yang Songfang, Chinese Director of TAG-CI,
first expressed her festival wishes to and love
for the children, and presented each of them a
beloved gift. The children couldn’t wait to open
their gifts and they were very happy to see them.
Following that, the children recited nursery
rhymes and poems, such as Couplet Rhymes,
Home, Ode to Goose, Painting, Ode to the Village,
Four Seasons, Crescent Moon, Rainbow and so
on. They also sang some Chinese songs, such as
“One, Two, Three”, “Seeking Friends”, “Little
Stars”, “School Song” and “Lovely Rabbits”, etc.

In the game “You describe and I guess”, the
teacher prepared a variety of guessing cards for
the children and let them take turns to guess.
The children were quick-witted and answered
the questions correctly, winning the applause
from the teachers and parents.
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In the balloon volleyball match, in order to win the match, the children made every effort to block
and spike. The fierce competition pushed the atmosphere of the celebration to a climax.
Chopsticks picking up beans competition also aroused great interest of the children. They were
clipping beans carefully and attentively and could use the chopsticks more and more skillfully.
The children learned the Lego puzzle as well. They could successfully made the shape of “TAGCI”
(the English abbreviation of TAG-Confucius Institute) under the guidance of the teacher. The
children also used the seven-piece puzzle to make the shapes of boat, fish, house, dog, fox and
the others.
This kind of puzzle game exercised the children’s hands and brain.
In addition, the children tried on traditional Chinese costumes, experienced playing magic cube,
almond kernel and other games.
Nearly four hours of activities brought endless joy to the children and received praise from the
children and parents. TAG-CI will continue to organize such activities to let children learn about
Chinese culture in joy.
Chinese cuisine

Chinese cuisine is an important part of Chinese
culture, which includes cuisine originating from
the diverse regions of China, as well as from
Chinese people in other parts of the world. Because
of the Chinese diaspora and historical power of
the country, Chinese cuisine has influenced many
other cuisines in Asia, with modifications made
to cater to local palates. Chinese food staples
such as rice, soy sauce, noodles, tea, and tofu,
and utensils such as chopsticks and the wok, can
now be found worldwide.
The preference for seasoning and cooking
techniques of Chinese provinces depend on
differences in historical background and
ethnic groups. Geographic features including
mountains, rivers, forests and deserts also have
a strong effect on the local available ingredients,

considering that the climate of China varies
from tropical in the south to subarctic in the
northeast. Imperial, royal and noble preference
also plays a role in the change of Chinese
cuisines. Because of imperial expansion and
trading, ingredients and cooking techniques
from other cultures are integrated into Chinese
cuisines over time.
The most praised “Four Major Cuisines” are
Chuan, Lu, Yue and Huaiyang, representing
West, North, South and East China cuisine
correspondingly.[2] The modern “Eight
Cuisines” of China are Anhui (Huīcài),
Cantonese (Yuècài), Fujian (Mǐncài), Hunan
(Xiāngcài), Jiangsu (Sūcài), Shandong
(Lǔcài), Sichuan (Chuāncài), and Zhejiang
(Zhècài) cuisines.
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Color, smell and taste are the three traditional
aspects used to describe Chinese food, as well
as the meaning, appearance and nutrition of the
food. Cooking should be appraised with respect
to the ingredients used, knifework, cooking
time and seasoning.

There is no limit for alcohol, before a man gets
drunk.
During Shi Huangdi’s Qin dynasty, the empire
expanded into the south.

By the time of the Han dynasty, the different
regions and cuisines of China’s people were
Chinese society greatly valued gastronomy,
linked by major canals and leading to a greater
and developed an extensive study of the subject
complexity in the different regional cuisines.
based on its traditional medical beliefs.
Not only is food seen as giving “qi”, energy,
Chinese culture initially centered on the North but food is also about maintaining yin and yang.
China Plain.
The philosophy behind it was rooted in the I
The first domesticated crops seem to have been Ching and Chinese traditional medicine: food
the foxtail and broomcorn varieties of millet, was judged for color, aroma, taste, and texture
while rice was cultivated in the south. By 2000 and a good meal was expected to balance the
Four Natures (‘hot’, warm, cool, and ‘cold’)
BC, wheat had arrived from western Asia.
and the Five Tastes (pungent, sweet, sour, bitter,
These grains were typically served as warm
and salty).
noodle soups instead of baked into bread as in
Salt was used as a preservative from early
Europe.
times, but in cooking was added in the form of
Nobles hunted various wild game and consumed
soy sauce, and not at the table.
mutton, pork and dog as these animals were
domesticated.
The predominance of chopsticks and spoons as
eating utensils also necessitated that most food
Grain was stored against famine and flood and
be prepared in bite-sized pieces or (as with fish)
meat was preserved with salt, vinegar, curing,
be so tender that it could be easily picked apart.
and fermenting.
By the Later Han period (2nd century),
The flavor of the meat was enhanced by cooking
frequently complained of lazy aristocrats who
it in animal fats though this practice was mostly
did nothing but sit around all day eating smoked
restricted to the wealthy.
meats and roasts.
By the time of Confucius in the late Zhou,
During the Han dynasty, the Chinese developed
gastronomy had become a high art.
methods of food preservation for military
Confucius discussed the principles of dining: rations during campaigns such as drying meat
“The rice would never be too white, the meat into jerky and cooking, roasting, and drying
would never be too finely cut... When it was not grain.
cooked right, man would not eat. When it was
Chinese legends claim that the roasted, flat
cooked badly, man would not eat.
bread shaobing was brought back from the
When the meat was not cut properly, man would Xiyu(the Western Regions, a name for Central
Asia) by the Han dynasty General Ban Chao,
not eat.
and that it was originally known as hubing
When the food was not prepared with the right
(“barbarian bread”).
sauce, man would not eat. Although there are
plenty of meats, they should not be cooked The shaobing is believed to be descended from
the hubing.
more than staple food.
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Shaobing is believed to be related to the Persian
Nan and Central Asian Nan, as well as the Middle
Eastern pita. Foreign westerners made and sold
sesame cakes in China during the Tang dynasty.
During the Southern and Northern Dynasties
non-Han people like the Xianbei of Northern
Wei introduced their cuisine to northern China,
and these influences continued up to the Tang
dynasty, popularizing meat like mutton and
dairy products like goat milk, yogurts, and
Kumisamong even Han people.

During the Yuan dynasty many communities
emerged in China, who practiced a porkless
cuisine now preserved by Hui restaurants
throughout the country.[citation needed]
Yunnan cuisine is unique in China for its
cheeses like Rubing and Rushan cheese made
by the Bai people, and its yogurt, the yogurt may
have been due to a combination of Mongolian
influence during the Yuan dynasty, the Central
Asian settlement in Yunnan, and the proximity
and influence of India and Tibet on Yunnan.

It was during the Song dynasty that Han Chinese As part of the last leg of the Columbian
developed an aversion to dairy products and Exchange, Spanish and Portuguese traders
abandoned the dairy foods introduced earlier.
began introducing foods from the New World
to China through the port cities of Canton and
The Han Chinese rebel Wang Su who received
Macau. Mexican chili peppers became essential
asylum in the Xianbei Northern Wei after fleeing
ingredients in Sichuan cuisine and caloricallyfrom Southern Qi, at first could not stand eating
dense potatoes and corn became staple foods
dairy products like goat’s milk and meat like
across the northern plains.
mutton and had to consume tea and fish instead,
but after a few years he was able to eat yogurt During the Qing Dynasty, Chinese gastronomes
and lamb, and the Xianbei Emperor asked him such as Yuan Mei focused upon a primary goal of
which of the foods of China (Zhongguo) he extracting the maximum flavor of each ingredient.
preferred, fish vs mutton and tea vs yogurt.
As noted in his culinary work the Suiyuan
The great migration of Chinese people south shidan, however, the fashions of cuisine at the
during the invasions preceding and during the time were quite varied and in some cases were
Song dynasty increased the relative importance flamboyantly ostentatious, especially when
the display served also a formal ceremonial
Of southern Chinese staples such as rice and
purpose, as in the case of the Manchu Han
congee. Su Dongpo has improved the red
Imperial Feast.
braised pork as Dongpo pork.
As the pace of life increases in modern China,
The Yuan and Qing dynasties introduced
fast food like fried noodles, fried rice and gaifan
Mongolian and Manchu cuisine, warm northern
(dish over rice) become more and more popular.
dishes that popularized hot pot cooking.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_cuisine
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